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The H shale gas block in the Yangtze plate of China has undergone multistage
tectonic evolution, which has resulted in the development of faults and natural
fractures that are multistage, multi-scale, multi-type, and multi-strike in nature.
To precisely characterize the natural fractures, this study used the seismic
attribute analysis method to conduct a multi-scale prediction and natural
fracture modelling. Initially, manual fault interpretation and the conventional
seismic attributes including variance attribute, curvature and edge detection are
used to interpret large-to medium-scale faults. Subsequently, the ant-tracking
attribute based on the divided-frequency seismic cubes is used to predict and
quantitatively interpret the mid- and small-scale fractures; The third step is to
quantitatively divide the ant-tracking attribute value into multiple scales and
convert them linearly into fracture intensity. The fourth step is to establish a
multi-scale fracture model. This approach has established a comprehensive
prediction workflow, progressing from large-scale to small-scale analysis, and
shifting from qualitative to quantitative assessment. Compared with traditional
fracture prediction and modeling methods, this method not only enhances
the accuracy, but also satisfies the engineering requirements of multi-scale
modeling. By applying the method in the H shale gas block, we gained a
microscopic understanding of the fractures, which are predominantly NW, NE,
and nearly NS trending, with a minimal occurrence of nearly EW trending
faults/fractures. This method can be effectively applied to characterize multi-
scale fractures in areas similar to the geological background of the H shale gas
block.
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1 Introduction

Shale gas exploration anddevelopment level inChina’s terrestrial
facies and marine-terrestrial transitional facies is at a low level.
Significant uncertainties in resource evaluation hinder effective
shale gas development on a large scale (Sun and Liu, 2018; Li, 2023a).
Yangtze plate of China has widely developed shale formations
with marine, marine-terrestrial transitional, and terrestrial facies.
Shales in the Upper Ordovician Wufeng formation-Lower Silurian
Longmaxi formation of the marine deepwater shelf facies are
widely distributed and rich in shale gas resources, serving as
vital shale gas-producing formations in southern China (He et al.,
2022; Zhou et al., 2022). Due to the drastic modification of multi-
period and strong tectonic movements, the shale reservoirs in the
Longmaxi-Wufeng formation in the Yangtze plate has developed
a complex natural fracture system (Shi et al., 2019; Li, 2023b;
Fan et al., 2024), which is a distinctive geological trait of marine
shale gas reservoirs in China.The highly developed natural fractures
within shale reservoirs are both storage spaces and seepage channels,
thereby impacting shale gas’s preservation conditions (Xu et al.,
2019; Shan et al., 2021; Wang J. et al., 2021). However, fractures
intersecting the wellbore can lead to drilling risks such as mud
leakage, blocking, and jamming. When fracturing, fractures can
also easily cause fracturing fluid filtration loss and sand plugging,
affecting the fracturing treatment’s efficacy. Therefore, accurately
characterizing the spatial distribution of the natural fracture system
within the shale reservoir, as an important link in the integration
of geological engineering, is essential for optimizing shale gas sweet
spot selection, horizontal well deployment, drilling, and fracturing
engineering (Shi et al., 2019).

Currently, there are 2 main challenges in the description of
shale gas fractures. Firstly, the prediction accuracy of natural
fractures is still insufficient. Three-dimensional seismic data have
the advantages of large coverage and high lateral resolution. For
large-to medium-scale faults, manual interpretation can directly
identify them, and conventional seismic attributes show various
degrees of response. For the identification of medium-to small-
scale natural fractures, methods and techniques that can reflect
the abrupt change (discontinuity) of seismic reflection waveform
are mainly used to carry out the work. However, limited by
the quality and resolution of seismic data, there are challenges
for more subtle fracture prediction. For fine- and micro-scale
fractures, they can only be identified by core, imaging logging,
conventional logging and other data. Obtaining such data is often
costly and limited in quantity, making it challenging to perform
three-dimensional description and prediction ofmicro-scale natural
fractures. Therefore, how to make full use of 3D seismic data to
improve the prediction accuracy of natural fractures has become
a challenge. Secondly, there is currently no unified standard for
the scale division for natural fractures. Classifications have been
based on different perspectives depending on research needs. In
geological research, faults/fractures are typically categorized into
five grades based on their extension scale, depth, and location,
taking into account structural control and sedimentation, namely,
Grade I to Grade IV (Zhao et al., 2023). In geophysics, fractures
are typically categorized as large, medium, or small based on their
relationship with seismic wavelength (Wang et al., 2018; Chen et al.,
2016). In shale fracture research, some scholars classify it according

to measurement method and fracture size into three scales: large,
medium and small, while others divide it into five scales: large,
medium, small, fine and micro (Wu et al., 2015; Lyu et al., 2021;
Zeng et al., 2021).The impact of faults/natural fractures on shale gas
preservation and exploitation, aswell as fracturing and construction,
varies depending on their scale.Therefore, it is crucial to classify the
fractures appropriately based on various engineering requirements
and actual data.

Seismic prediction techniques for faults/natural fractures can
be broadly divided into two categories: pre-stack prediction and
post-stack prediction (Liang, 2019; Zhu, 2019; Xie et al., 2022).
The former mainly utilizes difference in fast and slow transverse
waves or the azimuthal anisotropy of longitudinal waves to predict
the orientation, development and even the effectiveness of the
fractures (Jiang et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020; Wang L. et al., 2021;
Cui et al., 2022). It requires expensive 3D seismic acquisition and
processing techniques, such as multi-wave and multi-component
seismic data, as well as high-density and azimuth seismic data. The
latter mainly utilizes post-stack 3D seismic attributes for fracture
identification and prediction. However, due to the acquisition
environments and cost limitations, the seismic data are mostly
acquired in narrow azimuth. And ellipse fitting is not possible
in narrow azimuth, making it challenging to perform pre-stack
fracture prediction based on split azimuth. In general, the current
seismic prediction methods for faults/natural fractures mainly rely
on post-stack seismic data. For the identification of relatively
larger scale faults, the commonly used seismic attributes include
amplitude, coherence, variance, curvature, azimuth, instantaneous
phase, Hilbert transform attribute and other attributes (Qi et al.,
2017; Wen, 2020; Ojha et al., 2023). Additionally, there is increasing
research using image recognition methods to enhance fault edge
and identify faults, achieving good results (Hosseini-Fard et al.,
2022; Mousavi et al., 2022). However, these attributes cannot
quantitatively identify the development density and orientation
of faults/fractures. Moreover, the identification ability of relatively
smaller faults/fractures is more limited. The more sophisticated
fracture predictionmainly relies on the edge enhancement detection
technologies such as ant tracking. Ant tracking can not only predict
relatively small-scale fractures, but also quantitatively analyze the
development density and orientation of fractures, providing a solid
data basement for fracture modeling. Conventional ant tracking is
often based on full-frequency seismic data. As the requirement for
fracture prediction accuracy increases, more and more researchers
began to explore improved ant tracking technology, such as
combining spectrum decomposition technique with ant tracking
algorithm, and achieved better results (Huang et al., 2021; Yu et al.,
2021; Wei et al., 2023).

In order to characterize the spatial distribution of natural
fracture system in shale reservoirs, improve the accuracy of fracture
prediction, and reasonably divide the scale of the natural fractures,
multi-scale fracture prediction and multi-scale fracture modelling
were carried out by using seismic attribute analysis techniques
taking the H shale gas block of the Yangtze Plate as the research
object. First, the relatively larger-scale faults were qualitatively
interpreted using optimized seismic multi-attributes combined with
manual interpretation, to establish a macroscopic understanding
of regional tectonics. Secondly, the finer faults/fractures were
predicted and quantitatively interpreted by ant-tracking attribute,
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to establish a microscopic understanding of regional fractures.
Thirdly, the scales of ant tracking anomalies value are divided
according to the comparison of ant tracking and discontinuity
features of seismic sections. Finally, the divided ant tracking
anomalies value is linearly converted into multi-scale fracture
intensity. Based on this, the multi-scale discrete fracture modeling is
carried out.

2 Materials and methods

The assumption of the following methods is amplitude
preservation processing of the seismic data. The noise suppression
processing should meet the requirements of maintaining relatively
amplitude, waveform, frequency, and phase. The amplitude
compensation processing should also meet the requirement of
maintaining relatively amplitude. For example, the amplitude curve
before and after spherical diffusion compensation should maintain
the corresponding amplitude relationship in the vertical direction.

2.1 Variance

The fundamental theory of variance error analysis employs
local discontinuities between adjacent seismic traces to depict the
lateral non-uniformity of stratigraphy, lithology, etc. It is particularly
effective in identifying large-scale or large-fault-displacement faults.
When faults exist in the subsurface, the reflection characteristics
of these geological anomalies deviate from those in nearby seismic
traces, resulting in local discontinuities in the traces. By scrutinizing
the variance between seismic traces, it becomes feasible to detect
faults or other anomalies (Li, et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2022a).

The algorithm of the variance body is is outlined as follows:
Initially, the variance value for each sample point is computed,
Subsequently, the required variance value is derived through
weighted normalization with a specified. The variance volume is
then calculated by utilizing the following equation, which yields the
variance value for a sampling point (Eqs 1–6). Notably, the larger the
variance, the smaller the similarity between adjacent traces.

xk =
∑N

m=1
xm,k

N
(1)

Ai, j =∑
j+ L

2

k=j− L
2

∑N
m=1
(xm,k− xk)

2
(2)

Bi, j =∑
j+ L

2

k=j− L
2

∑N
m=1

x2m,k (3)

Di, j = A
B

(4)

σi, j =∑
j+ L

2

k=j− L
2

wk×Di,k (5)

w = sinθ(0 ≤ θ ≤ π)(0 ≤ w ≤ 1) (6)

In the formula, xk represents the average amplitude of all traces
at time k. Ai, j and Bi, j are the intermediate transition variable. Di, j
indicates the variance value of the j th sampling point of the i th
trace. σi, j represents the weighted variance value of the j th sampling

point of the i th track. xm,k is the seismic amplitude value. L is the
time window length of variance (e.g., L = 3, 5, 7, 9, 13, etc.). N is the
number of adjacent traces needed to calculate the variance value of a
point (for example, N = 5, 9, etc.). W is the trigonometric weighting
function of a sampling point in the timewindow, with the range 0∼1.

The variance value of each sampling point throughout the whole
3D seismic data body is calculated according to the aforementioned
formula, ultimately yielding a new 3D variance attribute body.

2.2 Curvature

Curvature attribute is used to describe the degree of bending
at a point on a curve or surface, whose mathematical definition
is the ratio of angle to arc length change rate. It can be expressed
using the second derivative of the point (Eq 7) (Cheng, 2020;
Zhang et al., 2021).

K = dα
ds
=

d2y/dx2

[1+ (dy/dx)2]3/2
(7)

For curvature calculations, least squares are typically used to fit a
quadratic surface u(x,y) to obtain the surface and then the curvature
attribute can be calculated as Eq 8.

u(x,y) = ax2 + by2 + cxy+ dx+ ey+ f (8)

Curvature attributes are applied to evaluate the pattern
distribution of geological bodies in geometric space, enabling
the effective identification of geometric structures such as faults,
fractures, bends and folds (Yang et al., 2015; Zheng et al., 2019).
Curvature has clear geological implications, as shown in Figure 1.
When the stratum is horizontal or obliquely flat, the normal vectors
of the stratum are parallel to each other and the curvature is zero.
When the stratum is an anticline or uplifted, the normal vectors are
divergent and the curvature is defined as positive.When the stratum
is synclinal, the normal vectors are convergent and the curvature is
defined as negative. The absolute value of curvature is small when
the occurrence of seismic events is wide and gentle. On the contrary,
it is large when the stratum occurrence changes dramatically.
Currently, the curvature attribute has been widely recognized for its
effectiveness in fault detection, tectonic morphology identification
and fracture prediction. Curvature attributes mainly include
minimum curvature, maximum curvature, principal curvature,
most-positive curvature, most-negative curvature, dip curvature,
strike curvature, curvedness and shape index.

2.3 Edge detection

From an image processing perspective, an edge corresponds to
a reflection of the grayscale discontinuity of the image pixel. It is
therefore defined as the pixel set, whose surrounding pixels have
step changes or roof changes in grayscale. Image edges carry rich in
information and serve as crucial feature parameters for geo-target
recognition and image interpretation.The essence of edge detection
lies in calculating and extracting the demarcation line between
targets, as well as between targets and backgrounds bymathematical
algorithms. The discontinuous features of seismic response, such
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FIGURE 1
Geological meaning of curvature attribute.

as small fractures and lenticular body edges, are manifested in the
image as edge features. Therefore, by employing edge detection
technology, it becomes easier to discover and identify geological
features, aiding geological interpretation.

The classical edge detection method typically uses the gradient
operators. These operators detect the edge points based on the
maximum of the first derivative or zero crossing of the second
derivative, which has led to various differential operators, such
as Sobel operator, Robert operator, Prewitt operator, and LOG
operator. The Sobel operator is usually directional, meaning it
can only detect vertical or horizontal edges, or both. The Prewitt
operator is a directional operator (Zhang et al., 2018; Liu et al.,
2019; Liu et al., 2022). When filtered with different directions of the
Prewitt operator, it can produce edges with different directional.
The LOG operator uses a Gaussian operator to smooth the original
image before applying a Laplace operator. However, its detected
zero-crossing does not always correspond to the edges one by one,
leading to the possibility of pseudo-edges.TheRobert edge detection
operator uses local differences to identify edges, making it a typical
operator for gradient edge detection. Its mathematical expression
can be found in Eqs 9–11.

Gx = 1
∗  f( x,y) + 0∗  f( x+ 1,y) + 0∗  f( x,y+ 1) + (−1)∗  f(x+ 1,y+ 1)
= f(x,y) − f(x+ 1,y+ 1)

(9)

Gy = 0∗ f(x,y) + 1∗ f(x+ 1,y) + (−1)∗ f(x,y+ 1) + 0∗   f(x+ 1,y+ 1)
= f(x+ 1,y) − f(x,y+ 1)

(10)

G(x,y) = |Gx| + |Gy| = | f(x,y)‐f(x+ 1,y+ 1)| + | f(x+ 1,y) − f(x,y+ 1)|
(11)

Where f(x,y), f(x,y+ 1), f(x+ 1,y), f(x+ 1,y+ 1) are the coordinate
value functions of the four local neighborhoods, respectively. Gx
represent the difference at coordinate x along the x-direction.
Similarly, Gy is the difference at coordinate y along the y-direction,
and G(x,y) is the difference at coordinate (x, y) along the diagonal
direction. The Robert operator is easy to compute and the physical
meaning is relatively clear. It detects edges by applying the difference

operator of the original data and can suppress the effect of noise to
some extent (Liu et al., 2022).

2.4 Ant tracking

Theant algorithm, first proposed by Italian scholar Colorni et al.
(1992) in the early 1990s, is a heuristic bionic evolutionary algorithm
based on population, which simulates the collective foraging
behavior of ants in nature. To illustrate this principle, Colorni
provided an example of an artificial ant algorithm, as shown in
Figure 2. Point A represents the nest, point E represents the physical
source, and HC represents the obstacle. The ants proceed from the
nest to point B. Then, they can either pass through H or C to reach
point D before finally reaching the food source. The distance from
point B to point H is twice the distance from point B to point C,
which is denoted as d. The ants will leave pheromones along their
path. At the initial moment (t = 0), the ants will randomly choose a
path to forage. From a statistical perspective, the number of ants on
both paths is equal. However, after a certain time (t = 1), since the
distance of path BHD is twice the distance of path BCD, the number
of round trips of ants on pathBCD is twice the number of round trips
of ants on path BHD. Consequently, the amount of pheromones left
behind is also twice. As a result, the number of ants choosing path
BCD afterward will be twice the number of ants on BHD. Over time,
an increasing number of ants will choose the path BCD to forage,
thus achieving the objective of foraging in the shortest time.

SLB then applied “ant tracking” algorithm to the seismic
attribute analysis in Petrel platfom. The ant tracking technique,
utilizing this algorithm, automatically analyzes and identifies
fracture systems, resulting in the generation of an ant-tracking
attribute with clear fracture traces.

2.5 Attribute fusion

Although there are many seismic attributes conducive to fault
edge enhancement, there are limitations. Each seismic attribute has
its unique parameter characteristics and provides faults information
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FIGURE 2
Schematic diagram of ant colony foraging.

FIGURE 3
Workflow proposed in this study for multi-scale fracture prediction.

from different perspectives, resulting in varying fault recognition
effects in the same area. Additionally, seismic attributes are
still facing a common problem in seismic interpretation known
as multiplicity. To address the limitations and multiplicity of
seismic attributes, the interpretation accuracy of seismic attributes
can be improved through seismic attribute fusion technology
(Li et al., 2017; Wang J. et al., 2021; Yue et al., 2022). The attribute
fusion technology combines two or more attribute data using
mathematical proportion operation, enabling the fused data to
simultaneously display the characteristics and key information
of different attributes at the same time. This approach avoids
the limitations and multiplicity associated with single attribute
interpretation (Chen et al., 2022), thereby enhancing the ability
to extract geological information. Attribute fusion technology is
generally categorized into linear fusion, nonlinear fusion, and color
fusion. In this study, the attribute fusion method employed involves
linear proportional fusion. The specific approach is as follows: first,
select relatively sensitive seismic attributes; Next, through multiple

attribute fusion experiments, determine the optimal linear fusion
proportion; Finally, fuse the selected attributes by setting appropriate
proportions.

3 Application

Shale gas area block H is located in the Yangtze plate
of China. After the formation of the Jinning movement, the
Yangtze plate has successively undergone the transformation of
Caledonian, Hercynian, Indosinian, Yanshanian and Himalayan
tectonic movements, with multiple tectonic evolution stages such as
passive continental margin basin, foreland basin and cratonic basin.
During the late Ordovician and early Silurian, the convergence
of the Cathaysian plate and the Yangtze plate was strengthened
by the Caledonian movement, forming a series of ancient uplifts
around the Yangtze block, such as Xuefeng uplift, central Sichuan
uplift and central Guizhou uplift. With the exposure of sea
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FIGURE 4
Various seismic attributes along Longmaxi-Wufeng formation. (A) Variance attribute. (B) Max curvature. (C) Edge detection attribute. (D) Fusion map
combining max curvature and edge detection attribute.

level, the Yangtze area changed from a shallow shelf in the
Middle Ordovician to a post-uplift detention basin surrounded
by uplift. Between the alternation of Ordovician and Silurian,
two large-scale global transgressions and multi-period volcanic
activities occurred. The rise of sea level caused the formation
of under-compensated and anoxic water environment, and the
deposition of thick organic-rich shale (Chen et al., 2020;Wang et al.,
2022b).

The existing cores and outcrops show that the thickness of the
organic-rich black shale (TOC>2%) inHblock is about 20 m,mainly
located in the middle and upper part of the Wufeng formation
and the bottom of the first member of the Longmaxi formation.
The Wufeng formation mainly develops black siliceous shale, and
thin dark gray shale at the bottom; The Longmaxi formation
mainly develops black siliceous shale, gray mudstone and dark
gray siltstone. They have high organic carbon content (3.2% on
average) and good gas content (3.5 m3/t on average), which are the
main target of shale gas exploration in the study area (Xu, 2020;
Li et al., 2022). By well-seismic calibration, it was determined that

the Longmaxi-Wufeng formation displayed as a set of relatively
continuous strong seismic events on seismic data.

Previous studies have confirmed that the fractures in Yangtze
area have the characteristics of multi-stage, multi-scale, multi-type
and multi-strike (Xie et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2022; Xie et al., 2022).
In order to clarify the fracture development of Block H, we applied
the multi-scale fracture prediction workflow shown in Figure 3.
All methods in the workflow are implemented on Petrel, which
is a comprehensive geophysical and geological research platform.
Longmaxi-Wufeng formation is the target formation.

3.1 Manual fault interpretation using
traditional seismic attributes

3.1.1 Seismic attribute calculation
During the fault interpretation stage, various seismic attributes

such as the RMS attribute, frequency attribute, variance attribute,
maximum curvature attribute, and edge detection attribute
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FIGURE 5
Manual fault polygons along Longmaxi-Wufeng formation. (A) Overlayed map with Fusion map by Max curvature and edge detection attribute. (B)
Manual fault polygons.

are extracted along the layers to analyze and determine the
developmental characteristics of medium- and large-scale faults
in the study area.

The variance attribute can only reflect the development of some
large-scale faults. Compared to other seismic attributes, it fails to
capture certain fault responses by variance attribute. For example,
near east-west trending fault group No. 1, whose imaging is unclear,
making it difficult to discern the intersection relationship of the
faults (Figure 4). On the other hand, the edge detection attribute and
curvature are particularly responsive to faults. Such as faults No. 2,
No. 3, and No. 4. In the variance attribute, these faults manifest as
discontinuous breakpointswith unclear extension directions (Figure
4A). However, in edge detection attribute and curvature, these faults
are clearly visible, greatly reducing the complexity of interpretation
(Figure 4). However, the curvature attribute is very sensitive to
small changes in seismic events, leading to many non-fault/fracture
responses and a large amount of background noise (as shown in
the noise area in Figure 4B). Edge detection attribute can produce
a color thickening effect at the edge of the fault (as shown in the
thickening area in Figure 4C), making faults appear less crisp and
potentiallymisleading interpreters. Given the distinct characteristics
and differences between these two attributes, their sensitivity to
faults varies. Compared with the curvature attribute, some fault
responses aremore linear on the edge detection attribute plane, such
as faults 2 and 3.While, some faults aremore crisp in curvature, such
as fault 4.

3.1.2 Seismic attributes fusion
After comprehensively considering the advantages and

disadvantages of each attribute, the curvature and edge detection
attributes were selected for attribute fusion as they are more
effective in fault identification. By fusing these attributes, the result
(Figure 4D) are obtained that combines the advantages of both
attributes. For example, No. 2, No. 3, andNo. 4 faults aremore clearly

displayed, reducing noise of curvature and the fault-thickening effect
of edge detection attribute.

3.1.3 Manual interpretation
The fused seismic attributes effectively provide a macroscopic

understanding of the faults in the area, indicating the fault
orientation and the intersection relationship between the faults
for fault interpreters. By combining seismic sections for manual
fault interpretation, we effectively reduced the multiplicity of fault
interpretation.

According to commonly used fracture scale division rules
(Wu et al., 2015; Lyu et al., 2021) and different fault controlling effect
in the study area, we divided the interpreted faults into three levels.
Figure 5 shows the manually interpreted fault polygons of the high-
quality shale in the Longmaxi-Wufeng formation of the study area.
In the figure, red fault polygons indicate large-scale faults with
extensions greater than 3 km and fault displacement greater than
40 m, with strong seismic reflection strength. They are the main
controlling faults in the study area. Blue fault polygons indicate faults
with an extension length of hundreds of meters to a few kilometers
and fault displacement greater than 10 m.They are secondary-order
faults. Green fault polygons indicate faults with an extension length
of tens to hundreds of meters and no obvious fault displacement,
but small faults with apparently reduced torsion or amplitude in the
same seismic events are visible (Table 1). It can be observed that the
main fault strikes are NW and NE, and some of them are near EW
and near NS.

3.2 High accuracy fracture prediction

3.2.1 Ant tracking calculation
The ant tracking method used in the study is based on a

published paper (Xie et al., 2022), which has been demonstrated to
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TABLE 1 Manual multi-scale fault interpretation table.

Polygon color Length on the plane Fault displacement Geological
characteristics

Controlling effect

Red >3 km >40 m Large-scale fault Main controlling

Blue Hundreds of meters to a few
kilometers

>10 m Medium-scale fault Secondary-order controlling

Pink Tens to hundreds of meters No obvious fault displacement Small-scale fracture, fracture
belts or stratigraphic dip

changes

Tertiary-order controlling

effectively enhance the accuracy of fracture identification. Unlike
the traditional ant tracking based on full-frequency seismic volume,
the method utilizes frequency-division seismic data. Through
experimentation, we have found that dividing the frequency into
four or more parts not only increases the workload significantly
but also leads to the loss of a considerable amount of effective
fracture information due to the excessively narrow frequency bands.
Therefore, we believe that dividing the frequency into low, medium,
and high components using a step size of 15 Hz aligns with our work
experience and avoids both the loss of valuable information and
excessive workload. Therefore, the full-frequency seismic volume
was divided into low-frequency (0–15 HZ), medium-frequency
(15–30 Hz), and high-frequency (30–45 Hz) cubes. Ant tracking
calculations were then conducted on the frequency-division data
and full-frequency data, respectively. The better ant tracking results
were selected through a comparative analysis. Finally, they were
fused to obtain the final fracture prediction result. Using themethod,
more continuous, sharper, and smaller-scale fractureswere detected,
effectively improving the fracture prediction.

It is important to acknowledge that the detection direction of
fractures and faults is crucial, as it can impact the accuracy and
reliability of the prediction. Based on existing research and the
results of manual fault interpretation, we found that the majority of
fractures and faults in this area are highly dipping, exceeding 45°.We
also observed that the strike includes northwest, north-northwest,
northeast, and near-south-north directions, with a wide range of
strike distribution. Therefore, when performing ant tracking, we
excluded dip angles between 0°–30° but did not make any additional
exclusions for strike direction. The specific direction of fracture
detection is presented in Figure 6.

Compared to the ant tracking result obtained from the full-
frequency data (Figure 7A), the ant tracking outcomes derived
from medium- and high-frequency (Figures 7B, C) demonstrate
greater continuity and effectiveness in locating little fractures (as
exemplified by the fracture marked by the red arrow). After fusing
the ant tracking results from both medium- and high-frequency, a
more comprehensive and precise fracture detection was achieved
(Figure 7D).

Figure 8B illustrates the attribute distribution of the fused ant
tracking along the Longmaxi-Wufeng formation. Compared with
to the full-frequency ant tracking in Figure 8A, the implementation
of the divided-frequency ant tracking reveals a higher number
of fractures. Additionally, certain fractures identified through this
method exhibit longer extension lengths, sharper edges and better

FIGURE 6
Stereonet of ant tracking for Orientation Filter (Black-gray represents
exclusion, and white represents participation in the calculation).

continuity compared to those detected using the original full-
frequency ant tracking. To verify the accuracy of fracture predictions
obtained through ant tracking, fracture information from the only
well drilled in the area was employed. Analysis of this data reveals
that the predicted fracture trend around theH1 well primarily aligns
in the NE and NW directions, which is consistent with the fracture
orientations observed in the well data (Figure 9). This consistency
serves as robust validation of the accuracy and reliability of the ant
tracking technique in predicting fracture orientations.

3.2.2 Comparison of ant tracking results and
manual interpretation of fracture

To establish a correspondence between the fault/fracture scale
and ant tracking attributes’ abnormal value, a comparison between
the ant tracking attribute and the manual fault interpretation
was conducted. The specific approach involved overlaying the ant
tracking attribute with the seismic sections (Figure 10)., as well as
overlaying the ant tracking attribute extracted along the Longmaxi-
Wufeng formation with the manually interpreted faults for display
(Figure 11).
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FIGURE 7
Ant tracking result superimposed on seismic section (modified from Xie et al., 2022). (A) Full frequency. (B) 15–30 Hz. (C) 30–45 Hz (D) fused by
15–30 Hz and 30–45 Hz.

It can be seen that, due to the limitation of seismic data
resolution, it is challenging to identify individual faults or
microfracture of 1–10 m fault displacement on the seismic
section. However, there is a distinct impedance interface
with good continuity between the Wufeng high-quality shale
section and the underlying limestone, there are still changes in
reflection energy, abrupt dip, curvature, and instantaneous phase.
Therefore, fault or fracture belt with fault displacement below
10 m doesn’t cause the dislocation of seismic events, but are
generally weakly distributed in the ant tracking (Figure 10A).
For faults with a fault displacement of more than 10 m, they
often show relatively strong abnormal values on ant tracking
(Figures 10B, C).

Comparing ant tracking anomalies with seismic interpreted
faults, we observed that the ant-tracking result shows 3 levels
of intensity and continuity. Firstly, strong anomalies with strong
continuity generally correspond to manually interpreted large-scale
faults (depicted by red line in Figures 10A, 11). Secondly, strong to
medium anomalies with strong to medium continuity correspond
to manually interpreted medium-scale faults (depicted by blue line
in Figures 10B, 11). Thirdly, weak anomalies with weak continuity
generally correspond to small fractures, fracture belts or zones of
stratigraphic dip changes (depicted by pink line in Figures 10C, 11).

The characteristics of the ant tracking anomalies were summarized
in Table 2.

3.3 Multi-scale fracture modeling

The discrete fracture network model establishes fracture slices
with varying sizes, orientations and shapes to more accurately
represent the actual size and distribution of fractures in a high-
resolution, unstructured manner. The focus of discrete fracture
network modeling is to build models of different scales of faults,
natural fracture belts, small-scale fractures, etc. The required input
data include fracture intensity, orientation, dip angle, extension
length and height (Zhang et al., 2016; Dong et al., 2018; Liu et al.,
2018).

3.3.1 Fracture intensity of different scales
In the previous section, by combining ant tracking and faults

interpretation, it was observed that the size of ant tracking abnormal
value corresponded to different natural fracture scales (Table 2).
In this study, the ant tracking body was taken as the input data
and transformed into an attribute body with comparable fracture
intensity through a linear transformation. Subsequently, based on
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FIGURE 8
Ant tracking slices along Longmaxi-Wufeng formation. (A) Full frequency. (B) Fused 15–30 Hz and 30–45 Hz.

FIGURE 9
Fracture information of Wufeng formation around H1. (A) Ant tracking. (B) Rose diagram of H1.

the relationship of Table 2, as well as combined with the distribution
characteristics of ant tracing value (Figure 12), considering the
distribution range of ant tracking, fault distribution patterns, and
seismic response magnitude, the ant tracking value was further
divided into four groups (Table 3).

Group 1 corresponds to large-to medium-scale faults.
Controlled by regional tectonic movement, they can extend
for several kilometers. In the seismic sections, one or more
seismic events are interrupted, making them easy to judge and

interpret manually. They generally have a destructive effect on
shale reservoirs and are not conducive to the preservation of
shale gas, thus should be avoided as much as possible during
well placement.
Group 2 corresponds to the small-scale faults, extending from
a few tens to hundreds of meters in the plane. In the seismic
sections, the seismic events show a change in occurrence
(distortion) or amplitude (weakening). They can be visible but
easily overlooked, becoming more evident after ant tracking
than the original seismic sections. These small-scale faults
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FIGURE 10
Superimposed display of ant tracking and seismic data. (A) Strong ant tracking: big fault with obvious fault displacement. (B) Medium-strong ant
tracking: medium fault/fracture belt with small fault displacement. (C) Weak ant tracking: possible fracture belt or small-scale fracture.

including fracture belts have an important influence on shale
gas engineering construction. Firstly, their presence affects
the stability of the wellbore. When drilling and geological
steering are carried out, wellbore collapse or mud losses
may occur if shear slip occurs in the small-scale faults or
the fracture belts. Secondly, during the process of fracturing
reconstruction, small-scale faults or the fracture belts will
affect the efficiency of fracturing and the fractures expansion
of hydraulic fracturing, leading to casing deformation risk,
difficulty in sand addition and other issues.
Group 3 corresponds to fine-scale fault or extension of fracture
belts, controlled by faults and small folds, with length about
tens meters. They are not visible on seismic data, but can be
observed in imaging log data and core data.
Group 4 corresponds to micro-scale fractures with length
of a few meters. These features are difficult to manually
distinguish manually on seismic data. They can increase the
storage space for shale gas and are beneficial for increasing
shale gas production. Their spatial distribution is difficult to
detect, which can be characterized by stochastic modeling
when modelling.

3.3.2 Fracture modeling parameters setting
Through statistics (Figure 13A), based on the fault orientation

derived from seismic attributes, manually interpreted fault
orientation and natural fracture orientation observed through
ant-tracking attributes (Figure 11), the main orientation of
natural fractures in the study area is NW, NE and NS, with a
small proportion of EW orientation. The main dip angle ranges
between 45–90°, with the majority exceeding 60° (Figure 13B).
The measurement of the fracture extension length in the outcrop
area reveals that most fractures extend for less than 100 m
(Mu et al., 2009). Therefore, in the discrete fracture network,
the length of fracture slices was set to range from 0 to 100 m
to meet the requirements of the simulation, with an average

length of 50 m (Figure 13C) and a ratio of fracture slice length to
height of 2:1.

3.3.3 Multi-scale fracture modeling
When performing multi-scale fracture modeling, four groups of

fracture intensity listed in Table 3 were utilized as spatial constraints.
Based on the general experience in the industry (Dong et al., 2018),
the shape of the fracture slice was represented by a rectangular
shape and the size was described by a normal distribution. Group
1, 2, and 3 were modeled by using deterministic modeling, while
the group 4 was modeled by using stochastic modeling. Ultimately,
four separate discrete fracture networks were modeled at different
scales (Figure 14). Figure 14A represents the fracture model for
group1, corresponding to large-to medium-scale faults. Figure 14B
corresponds fracture model for group 2, representing small-scale
faults or fracture belts. Figure 14C represents fracture model for
group 3, corresponding to fine-scale fault or extension of fracture
belts. Figure 14D is fracture model for group 4, corresponding to
micro-scale fractures. Figure 14E displays the DFN with multi-
scale fractures.

4 Discussion

4.1 Significance of multi-scale description

There hasn’t been a unified multi-scale division standard on
multi-scale fracture prediction. The method used in this paper
is a combination of manual fault interpretation, seismic multi-
attribute extraction and fusion technique, improved ant tracking
technique and multi-scale fracture modeling. This approach has
established a comprehensive prediction workflow, progressing from
large-scale to small-scale analysis, and shifting from qualitative
to quantitative assessment. The innovation of this paper lies in
the quantitative multi-scale division of fracture using ant tracking
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FIGURE 11
Superimposed map of ant tracking slice and manually interpreted faults along Longmaxi-Wufeng formation The (A,B) seismic section demonstrates
large-scale fault (red) with large ant tracking anomaly value, medium-large displacement, and long planar extension. The (C,D) seismic section shows
medium-scale faults (blue) with medium-strong ant tracking anomaly value, medium displacement, and moderate planar extensions. The (E,F) seismic
section demonstrates small-scale faults (pink) with small ant tracking anomaly value, almost no displacement, and short planar extensions.

value, which is different from other papers and provides a solid
data basis for fracture modeling. The significance of refined
fault/fracture description in the form of multi-scale is shown in
two aspects.

4.1.1 Multi-scale fracture prediction
First of all, traditional seismic attributes are used to represent

the development of large-scale faults. Combined with manual
fault interpretation, we can easily gain a macro understanding of
structural development. Subsequently, the ant tracking attribute
is effective in refining small-scale fault/fractures and fracture
belts. Finally, image logging, core slice, or electron microscopy
(if available) is employed to describe micro-scale fractures.
Refined fault/fracture description in the form of multi-scale

realizes the progressive understanding of fracture from macro
to micro.

4.1.2 Multi-scale fracture modeling
The establishment of natural fracture models with different

scales utilizes mutually independent fracture groups. The
mechanical properties of fractures at different scales vary, thus their
impacts on drilling and completion engineering are also distinct,
which can be applied in independently different scenarios. For
instance, due to the large fault displacement of group 1 and 2,
horizontal wells should not directly cross them during well location
arrangement and construction. Fracture groups 3 and 4 may pose
risks to drilling and completion engineering.During the engineering
implementation, attention should be paid to determining the risk
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TABLE 2 The characteristics of the ant tracking anomalies.

Ant tracking
anomaly

Strength Length on the
plane

Characteristics
on the plane

Geological
characteristics

Seismic
reflection

characteristics

Strong anomalies Strong >3 km Continuous and linear Large-scale fault Seismic event break

Medium anomalies Medium Hundreds of meters to a
few kilometers

Moderately continuous
and strip

Medium-scale fault Seismic event break

Weak anomalies Weak Tens to hundreds of
meters

Irregular strip Small-scale fault,
fracture belts or

stratigraphic dip changes

Slight distortion or
amplitude reduction

FIGURE 12
Ant tracking value histogram.

control plan in advance to avoid wellbore collapse, mud leakage,
casing deformation risks, complexities in sand addition, and
other problems.

Although each group of fracture models is independent,
they form an integral whole and can be used together. The
collective model can be utilized for subsequent geomechanical
modeling, predicting the stability of natural fractures, studying
the impact of natural fractures on hydraulic fracturing, and
simulating the relationship between natural fractures and hydraulic
fracturing fractures.

4.2 Relationship between traditional
seismic attributes and ant tracking attribute

The relationship between traditional seismic attributes and ant
tracking attributes is closely related. It is mainly shown in the
following two aspects.

4.2.1 The input data of ant tracking is the
optimized seismic attribute

The conventional workflow can be divided into 3main activities:
1) Seismic conditioning. Typically, the original full-band seismic
data is processed or conditioned using techniques such as structural
smoothing, with the fault edge preservation option; 2) Edge

detection attribute. Attributes like variance cube, chaos, curvature
or others are generated to highlight the discontinuities. 3) Edge
enhancement.The ant tracking algorithm utilizes optimized seismic
attributes to generate an enhanced ant cube This enhanced cube
is then used for further analysis or visualization. The third point
shows the input data for ant tracking is from the optimized seismic
attributes. When comparing the seismic attributes like variance
volume, maximum curvature and edge detection mentioned in the
study, it was found that the latter two attributes provide more
detailed fault information, they also contain a significant amount
of unfiltered noises and pseudo fault information. Therefore, the
input data of ant tracking in this study is variance attribute volume
(Xie et al., 2022).

4.2.2 There is a progressive relationship between
the faults/fractures reflected by the ant tracking
attribute and the one by the traditional seismic
attribute

From the superimposed map with ant tracking and variance
attribute (Figure 15), it was observed that there is a commonality
between the abnormal values of variance attribute and ant tracking
attribute. Firstly, they can basically coincide. Secondly, where the
abnormal value of variance attribute is strong, the value of ant
tracking is also strong. Similarly, weak values are synchronized.
However, the fractures detected by the ant tracking attribute
appear to be more linear and sharper than those detected by
the variance attribute, and the intersection relationship between
the fractures is clearer. Furthermore, the number of fractures
reflected by ant tracking is far greater than that detected by the
variance attribute.

4.3 Limitations of the method

4.3.1 Limitation 1: lack of clear quantitative
standard for scale division

One of the main limitations is the lack of a clear quantitative
standard for scale division.The thresholds of ant tracking value were
semi-quantitatively determined by the fracture morphology, length,
distribution, and other conditions, whichwere used to further divide
the fracture scales. Howerver, there is no clear quantitative division
standard. To address this limitation, future research should focus on
exploring clear quantitative standards for scale division.
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TABLE 3 The characteristics of the ant tracking anomalies.

Group no. Ant tracking
value

Fracture
intensity

Length on the
plane

Geological
characteristics

Modeling
method

1 >0.1 >0.075 >1 km Large- to
medium-scale fault

Deterministic
modeling

2 −0.4∼0.1 0.044∼0.075 Tens to hundreds of
meters

Small-scale fault,
fracture belts or
stratigraphic dip

changes

Deterministic
modeling

3 −0.7∼0.4 0.023∼0.044 Tens meters Fine-scale fault or
extension of fracture

belts

Deterministic
modeling

4 <−0.7 <0.023 Meters Micro-scale fracture Stochastic modeling

FIGURE 13
Fracture statistical chart. (A) Dip azimuth stereogram; (B) Dip histogram; (C) Fracture length histogram.

4.3.2 Limitation 2: lack of sufficient well data to
verify the accuracy

Another limitation of the ant tracking method is the lack of
sufficient well data to calibrate and verify the accuracy.The accuracy
of this method requires calibration and verification with more well
data, otherwise there is a risk of false detection or misinterpretation
of fracture patterns. If there is more well data, it is more conducive
to improving the accuracy of fracture predicting.

4.3.3 Limitation 3: relying on personal experience
A third limitation is the reliance on personal experience in

completing the entire method.The completion of the entire method
relies on the experience of geophysical researchers, which is highly
subjective. For example, in the step of edge detection, multiple
attributes need to be optimized, which requires researchers to
have a good understanding of seismic attributes and fracture
morphology.
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FIGURE 14
Multi-scale fracture modelling for Longmaxi-Wufeng formation. (A) Fracture model for Group 1. (B) Fracture model for Group 2. (C) Fracture model for
Group 3. (D) Fracture model for Group 4. (E) Fracture model of multi-scale fractures for Longmaxi-Wufeng formation.

FIGURE 15
Superimposed map of ant tracking slice and variance attribute along
Longmaxi-Wufeng formation.

5 Conclusion

In this study, the multi-scale fracture description method using
seismic attributes was applied to predict and model multi-scale
fractures in the study area. Four conclusion are listed below.

(1) Firstly, considering the varying impacts of fractures at different
scales on drilling and completion engineering, it is necessary
to identify a method to classify fractures at different scales.
Therefore, we utilized ant tracking values to classify fractures
across multiple scales and subsequently performed multi-
scale modeling. Secondly, in order to classify fractures at
different scales, we needed to identify a method with high
prediction accuracy. Hence, we chose the ant tracking method
for fracture prediction. Compared to fracture prediction using
variance attribute, curvature, edge detection attribute, and
other attributes, this method enhances the prediction accuracy
of medium-small scale fractures and detects more fractures.
Furthermore, compared to traditional single-group fracture
modeling, this method divides fractures into four groups
for separate fracture modeling, which is more aligned with
engineering needs.

(2) The strike of faults/fractures in the area primarily trends
NW, NE and nearly NS, with a small amount of nearly EW
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trending faults/fractures are also present. Among them, the
NW-trending major faults run through the entire study area.
With the NW-trending major faults as the boundary, NW and
NE trending faults are primarily developed on the eastern
side, and nearly EW and nearly NS trending faults are mainly
developed on the western side.

(3) This study has established a well-ordered and stepwise
multi-scale refined fracture description process. Initially, the
traditional seismic attributes were utilized to identify large-
scale faults and establish a macro structural understanding.
Subsequently, the ant tracking attribute was utilized to track
and identify relatively small-scale faults/fractures, rendering
faults/fractures more linear and precise. Finally, the ant
tracking attribute valueswere grouped into four categories, and
the discrete fracture modeling was carried out by multi-scale.

(4) An improved ant trackingmethodbased on frequency-filtering
seismic data was proposed to enhance the accuracy of fracture
detection. More continuous, sharper. This method allowed
for the detection of more continuous, sharper, and smaller-
scale fractures compared to those detected using traditional
full-band seismic data.
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